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Abstract

Acoustic events produced in meeting environments may
contain useful information for perceptually aware inter-
faces and multimodal behavior analysis. In this paper, a
system to detect and recognize these events from a multi-
modal perspective is presented combining information from
multiple cameras and microphones. First, spectral and tem-
poral features are extracted from a single audio channel
and spatial localization is achieved by exploiting cross-
correlation among microphone arrays. Second, several
video cues obtained from multi-person tracking, motion
analysis, face recognition, and object detection provide the
visual counterpart of the acoustic events to be detected. A
multimodal data fusion at score level is carried out using
two approaches: weighted mean average and fuzzy integral.
Finally, a multimodal database containing a rich variety of
acoustic events has been recorded including manual anno-
tations of the data. A set of metrics allow assessing the per-
formance of the presented algorithms. This dataset is made
publicly available for research purposes.

1. Introduction
Activity detection and recognition is a key functional-

ity of perceptually aware interfaces working in collaborative
human communication environments such as Smart Rooms.
Within this context, the human activity is reflected in a rich
variety of acoustic events (AEs), either produced by the hu-
man body or by objects handled by them, so auditory scene
analysis [4] may help to detect and describe human activity,
as well as producing informative outputs for higher seman-
tic analysis systems.

Although speech is usually the most informative acoustic
source, other kind of sounds may carry useful cues for scene
understanding. For instance, in a meeting/lecture context,
we may associate a chair moving or door noise to its start
or end, cup clinking to a coffee break, or footsteps to some-
body entering or leaving. Furthermore, some of these AEs
are tightly coupled with human behaviors or psychologi-
cal states: coughing or paper wrapping may denote tension;

laughing, cheerfulness; yawning in the middle of a lecture,
boredom; keyboard typing, distraction from the main activ-
ity in a meeting; and clapping during a speech, approval.

Acoustic Event Detection (AED) is usually addressed
from an audio perspective and most of the existing contribu-
tions are intended for indexing and retrieval of multimedia
documents [13] or to improve robustness of speech recogni-
tion [15]. Within the context of ambient intelligence, AED
applied to give a contextual description of a meeting sce-
nario was pioneered by [20]. Moreover, AED has been
adopted as a semantically relevant technology in several in-
ternational projects [1] and evaluation campaigns [21].

Overlapping between sounds is a typical problem faced
by AED algorithms but can be tackled by employing addi-
tional modalities that are less sensitive to this phenomenon.
Most of human produced AEs have a visual manifestation
that can be exploited to enhance detection and recognition
rates. This idea was first presented in [5] where the de-
tection of footstep AE was improved by exploiting velocity
information obtained from a visual person tracking system.
In this paper, the concept of multimodal AED is extended to
detect and recognize the set of AEs that commonly occur in
a Smart Room scenario, namely applause, paper wrapping,
footsteps, chair moving, coughing, door slaming, keyboard
typing, door knocking, key jingling, phone ringing and cup
clinking.

Three data sources are combined in this paper for mul-
timodal AED. The overall operation of the proposed sys-
tem is depicted in Fig.1. First, two information sources
are derived from acoustic data processing: single channel
audio provides spectral and temporal features, while mi-
crophone array processing estimates the 3D location of the
audio source. Second, information from multiple cameras
covering the scenario allows extracting cues related to some
AEs involving several video-based technologies like person
tracking, face detection, motion analysis, etc. The obtained
features from all modalities are separately processed and
a GMM-based classifier is trained for each of them. Fi-
nally, the outputs from these classifiers are combined using
two decision level fusion techniques to be compared: the
weighted mean average [12] and the fuzzy integral [5].
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Figure 1. System flowchart

A multi-camera and multi-microphone dataset contain-
ing a large number of instances of the AEs to be analyzed
has been recorded and released for research purposes. Man-
ual annotation of these data, together with some well ac-
cepted metrics [21], allowed testing the performance of
the proposed algorithms proving the convenience of mul-
timodal fusion in the AED task.

2. Monomodal Acoustic Event Detection
A first stage of our multimodal AED system is to de-

termine the most informative features related to the AEs
of interest for every input modality. Although audio and
localization are originated from the same physical acous-
tic source, they are regarded as two different modalities in
this paper. AEs presented in Tab.1 will be taken into ac-
count. The obtained features are afterward employed to
train a classification module at each information source (au-
dio, localization, and video).

2.1. Spectro-temporal audio features

When dealing with continuous audio streams, two ap-
proaches are found to analyze AEs [20]. The first one
consists in detecting the AE endpoints by means of some
heuristic rules and classifying the obtained audio segment
afterward. The second approach classifies consecutive au-
dio segments of fixed size producing a continuous output as
the set of probabilities associated to every AE. Most AED
systems prioritize this second technique due to its robust-
ness and simplicity. Moreover, the detection task is con-
verted into a classification problem.

This detection-by-classification technique becomes
preferable when fusion is needed in future steps, since
combining decisions made on audio segments of the same
size is straightforward. According to Fig.2, some parame-
ters have to be selected when applying this technique: the
extracted features at every audio segment, the length of the
analysis window, and the classification algorithm.

Acoustic Event Audio Localization Video
Applause (ap) + + + (Hands motion)
Cup clink (cl) + +
Chair moving (cm) − − + (Tracking)
Cough (co) + + + (Hands motion,

Face detection)
Door slam (ds) + − + (Door activity)
Key jingle (kj) + +
Door knock (kn) + +
Keyboard typing (kt) − − + (Object detection)
Phone ringing (pr) + + − (Hands motion)
Paper wrapping (pw) − − + (Paper motion)
Footsteps (st) − − + (Tracking)

Table 1. AEs analyzed in the present work together with their ab-
breviations. + and − express the detection complexity of every
AE for every modality.

First of all, a set of spectro-temporal features are ex-
tracted to describe every audio frame. It consists of the
16 frequency-filtered (FF) log filter-bank energies with their
first time derivatives [14], which represent the spectral en-
velope of the audio waveform within the frame, as well as
its temporal evolution within 5 consecutive frames. Regard-
ing the analysis window, a Hamming window has been em-
ployed and its size empirically set to 30 ms. The window
shift is set to 20 ms, that is, allowing some window overlap.

In automatic speech recognition, Gaussian Mixture
Models (GMM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) clas-
sifiers are commonly employed. In both cases, audio seg-
ments are modelled via continuous density Gaussian mix-
tures. An alternative approach presented in [20] exploits
Support Vector Machines (SVM) for binary classification.
In the present work, we use a GMM-based classifier as it
is well suited to model the audio segments of fixed length
(unlike HMM) and it can be easily applied to a multi-class
classification problem. Moreover, it explicitly provides the
probabilities per each acoustic class for posterior multi-
modal fusion.

The obtained spectro-temporal features are used to train
a GMM-based AE classifier using 5 Gaussians per each
AE model with diagonal covariance matrices, using the
expectation-maximization algorithm. Finally, the sequence
of decisions is post-processed to get the detected events. In
this step, the decisions are made on a 320 ms segment by
assigning to the current decision segment the label that is
most frequent.

2.2. Localization features

The spatial localization of a sound source can be used to
enhance the detection of AEs. Although the global positions
of the subjects in the analyzed scenario can be accurately re-
trieved using video information, this modality cannot easily
determine whether a sound has been generated or at which
z coordinate it has been produced, being this information a
useful cue for AE classification.
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Figure 2. AE detection-by-classification approach.

Many approaches to the task of acoustic source localiza-
tion in smart environments have been proposed in the lit-
erature. Their main distinguishing characteristic is the way
they gather spatial clues from the acoustic signals, and how
this information is processed to obtain a reliable 3D position
in the room space. Spatial features, like the Time Difference
of Arrival (TDoA) between a pair of microphones [3] or the
Direction of Arrival (DoA) of sound to a microphone array
can be obtained on the basis of cross-correlation techniques
[16], high resolution spectral estimation [17], or source-to-
microphone impulse response estimation [8]. Depending on
such features, the source position that agrees the most with
the data streams and with the given geometry is selected.
Conventional acoustic localization systems also include a
tracking stage that smooths the raw position measurements
to increase precision according to a motion model. How-
ever, these techniques require several synchronized high-
quality microphones.

The acoustic localization system used in this work is
based on the SRP-PHAT [9] localization method, which
is known to perform robustly in most scenarios. In short,
this algorithm consists of exploring the 3D space, searching
for the maximum of the global contribution of the weighted
cross-correlations from all the microphone pairs. The SRP-
PHAT algorithm performs very robustly due to the PHAT
weighting [16], and actually, it has turned out to be one
of the most successful state-of-the-art approaches to micro-
phone array sound localization.

Consider a scenario provided with a set of NM micro-
phones from which we choose a set microphone pairs, de-
noted as S. Let xi and xj be the 3D location of two micro-
phones i and j. The time delay of a hypothetical acoustic
source placed at x ∈ R3 is expressed as:

τx,i,j =
‖x− xi‖ − ‖x− xj‖

s
, (1)

where s is the speed of sound. The 3D space to be ana-
lyzed is quantized into a set of positions with typical sep-
arations of 5-10 cm. The theoretical TDoA τx,i,j from
each exploration position to each microphone pair is pre-
calculated and stored. PHAT-weighted cross-correlations
of each microphone pair are estimated for each analysis
frame [16]. They can be expressed in terms of the in-
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Figure 3. Acoustic localization. In (a), acoustic maps correspond-
ing to two AEs overlayed to a zenital camera view of analized
scenario. In (b), the likelihood functions employed by the GMM
classifier.

verse Fourier transform of the estimated cross-power spec-
tral density (Gi,j(f)) as follows:

Ri,j(τ) =
∫ ∞

−∞

Gi,j(f)
|Gi,j(f)|

ej2πfτdf. (2)

The contribution of the cross-correlations is accumulated
for each exploration region using the delays pre-computed
in Eq.2. In this way, we obtain an acoustic map at every
time instant, as depicted in Fig.3a. Finally, the estimated
location of the acoustic source is the position of the quan-
tized space that maximizes the contribution of the cross-
correlation of all microphone pairs:

x̂ = argmax
x

∑
i,j∈S

Ri,j(τx,i,j). (3)

The sum of the contributions of each microphone pair cross-
correlation gives a value of confidence of the estimated po-
sition, which is assumed to be well-correlated with the like-
lihood of the estimation given.

Localization of a given sound does not allow distinguish-
ing among AEs that are produced around the same height
(z coordinate), such as between cup clinking and phone
ringing or between footsteps and chair moving. Indeed, ev-
ery AE has an associated height, allowing the following AE
taxonomy: below table, on table and above table. In the
xy plane, only those AEs physically related with the envi-
ronment can exploit this information and, in our case, we
selected the door as a reference, defining two AE meta-
classes: near door and far door. This information is em-
ployed to train a GMM-based classifier using 3 Gaussians
per class as depicted in Fig.3b.
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Figure 4. Person tracking. In (a), the output of the employed algo-
rithm in a scenario involving multiple targets. In (b), the likelihood
functions used by the GMM classifer.

2.3. Video features

Information gathered from multiple views can be pro-
cessed towards detecting certain actions associated with
some AEs. In this section, several technologies providing
useful cues for AED are presented.

Person tracking

Tracking of multiple people present in the analysis area ba-
sically produces two figures associated with each target: po-
sition and velocity. As it has been commented previously,
acoustic localization is directly associated with some AEs
but, for the target’s position obtained from video, this as-
sumption cannot be made. Nonetheless, target’s velocity is
straightforward associated with footstep AE. Once the posi-
tion of the target is known, an additional feature associated
with the person can be extracted: height. When analyzing
the temporal evolution of this feature, sudden changes of it
are usually correlated with chair moving AE, that is, when
the person sits down or stands up.

Multiple cameras are employed to perform tracking of
multiple interacting people in the scene, applying the real-
time performance algorithm presented in [6]. This tech-
nique exploits spatial redundancy among camera views to-
wards avoiding occlusion and perspective issues by means
of a 3D reconstruction of the scene. Afterward, an efficient
Monte Carlo based tracking strategy retrieves an accurate
estimation of both the location and velocity of each target
at every time instant. An example of the performance of
this algorithm is shown in Fig.4a. A GMM-based classifier
is employed to detect steps from the obtained velocity as
shown in Fig.4b.

Color-specific MHI

Some AEs are associated with motion of hands or objects
around the person. In particular, we would like to detect
hands motion in the horizontal direction that can be corre-
lated with applause AE. Assuming a “polite” environment,
where people place the hand in front of the mouth before

coughing, vertical hand motion can be associated with this
AE. Along the same lines, a motion of a white object in
the scene can be associated to paper wrapping (under the
assumption that a paper sheet is distinguishable from the
background color). In order to address the detection of these
motions, a close-up camera focused on the front the person
under study is employed.

Motion descriptors introduced by [2], namely the motion
history energy (MHE) and image (MHI), have been found
useful to describe and recognize actions. In this paper, only
the MHE feature is employed where every pixel in the MHE
image contains a binary value denoting whether motion has
occurred in the last τ frames at that location. In the original
technique, silhouettes were employed as the input to gener-
ate these descriptors but not being appropriate in our context
since motion typically occurs within the silhouette of the
person. Instead, we propose to generate the MHE from the
outputs of a pixel-wise color detector, hence performing a
color/region-specific motion analysis. For the hands motion
analysis, the histogram-based skin color detector proposed
in [11] is employed. For paper motion, a statistic classifier
based on a Gaussian model in RGB is used to select the pix-
els with whitish color. In our experiments, τ = 12 frames
produced satisfactory results.

Finally, a connected component analysis is applied to the
obtained MHE images and some properties are computed
over the retrieved components (blobs). The area of each
blob allows discarding spurious motion. In the hand motion
case, the major and minor axis relation of the ellipse fitted
to the biggest blob in the scene, together with the orienta-
tion of this blob, allows distinguishing horizontal motion
(applause AE) and vertical motion (cough or phone ringing
AE). In the paper motion case, the size of the biggest blob
in the scene is employed to address paper wrapping AE de-
tection. An example of this technique is depicted in Fig.5.
As in the previous cases, a GMM-based system is employed
to classify the motion produced in this close-up view of the
subject under study.

Object detection

Detection of certain objects in the scene can be beneficial
to detect some AEs such as phone ringing, cup clinking or
keyboard typing. Unfortunately, phones and cups are too
small to be efficiently detected in the scene but, the case
of a laptop can be addressed. In our case, the detection of
laptops is performed from a zenital camera located at the
ceiling of the scenario. The algorithm initially detects the
laptop’s screen and keyboard separately and, in a second
stage, assesses their relative position and size.

Captured images are segmented to create an initial par-
tition of 256 regions based on color similarity. These re-
gions are iteratively fused to generate a Binary Partition
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Figure 5. Color-specific motion analysis. In (a) and (b), two examples of skin color based horizontal and vertical motion detection,
associated to two AEs. In (c), white color motion detection is associated with paper wrapping.

Tree (BPT), a region-based representation of the image that
provides segmentation at multiple scales [18]. Starting from
the initial partition, the BPT is built by iteratively merging
the two most similar and neighbouring regions, defining a
tree structure whose leaves represent the regions at the ini-
tial partition and the root corresponds to the whole image
(see Fig.6b). Thanks to this technique, the laptop parts may
be detected not only at the regions in the initial partition but
also at some combinations of them, represented by the BPT
nodes. Once the BPT is built, visual descriptors are com-
puted for each region represented at its nodes. These de-
scriptors represent color, area and location features of each
segment.

The detection problem is posed as a traditional pattern
recognition case, where a GMM-based classifier is trained
for the screen and keyboard parts. A subset of ten images
representing the laptop at different positions in the table has
been used to train a model based on the region-based de-
scriptors of each laptop part, as well as their relative po-
sition and sizes. An example of the performance of this
algorithm is shown in Fig.6a. For further details on the al-
gorithm, the reader is referred to [10].

Face detection

Face detection on the close-up view of the person under
study has been considered using the standard algorithm de-
scribed in [22]. Face position has been found relevant in
cough AE, since vertical hand motion usually ends at the
face in the act of covering the mouth while coughing. This
position has been employed to define a new feature, based
on the distance from the center of the face to the end of
the vertical hand motion thus providing an extra feature for
visual cough AE detection. Phone ringing AE also be ad-
dressed using the same feature since usually the user places
the phone near the face when talking.

Door activity

In order to visually detect door slam AE, we considered
exploiting the a priori knowledge about the physical loca-
tion of the door. Analyzing the zenital camera view, ac-
tivity near the door can be addressed by means of a fore-
ground/background pixel classification [19]. The amount of
foreground pixels in the door area will indicate that a per-
son has entered or exited hence allowing a visual detection
of door slam or door knock AE.

3. Multimodal Acoustic Event Detection
Typically, low acoustic energy AEs such as paper wrap-

ping, keyboard typping or footsteps are hard to be detected
using audio features while the visual occurrence of these
AEs is well correlated with the output of some video pro-
cessing algorithms thus justifying our multimodal approach
to AED. However, some considerations must be taken into
account.

3.1. Fusion of different modalities

Information fusion can be done on data, feature, and de-
cision levels. Data fusion is rarely found in multi-modal
systems because raw data is usually not compatible among
modalities. For instance, audio is represented by one-
dimensional vector of samples, whereas video is organized
in two-dimensional frames. Concatenating feature vectors
from different modalities into one super vector is an easy
and simple way for combining audio and visual informa-
tion. This approach has been reported in [7] for multi-
modal speech recognition. Although feature-level fusion
may improve recognition accuracy, it has several shortcom-
ings. First, fusion becomes difficult if a feature is missing
(e.g. velocity of the person in the room while nobody is
inside). Second, the number of training vectors needed for
robust density estimation increases exponentially with the
dimensionality.
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Figure 6. Object detection. In (a) the binary partition tree repre-
senting the whole image as a hierarchy. Regions corresponding to
the screen and keyboard regions are identified within the tree. In
(b), the detection of a laptop from the zenital view.

An alternative to feature-level fusion is to model each
different feature set separately, design a specialized classi-
fier for this feature set, and combine the classifier output
scores. Each of the different feature sets acts as an inde-
pendent “expert”, giving its opinion about the unknown AE.
The fusion rule then combines the individual experts’ match
scores. This approach is referred here as decision-level fu-
sion. In presented work, fusion is carried out on decision-
level using weighted arithmetical mean (WAM) [12] and
fuzzy integral (FI) [20] fusion approaches. Unlike non-
trainable fusion operators (mean, product), the statistical
WAM and FI approaches overcome assumption about equal
importance of information sources. Moreover FI fusion
operator also takes into account interdependences among
modalities.

3.2. Synchronization and normalization

In order to fuse 3 information sources their outputs must
be synchronized in time. In our case, the detection system
based on spectro-temporal features provides decisions every
20 ms, while the outputs of detection systems based on lo-
calization and video features are every 40 ms. To overcome
the problem of misalignment, the decisions of each system
were interpolated to a common time step of 20 ms. For that
purpose, the outputs of the video-based and localization-
based systems were replicated twice.

While the spectro-temporal AED system provides prob-
abilities for each AE, acoustic localization and video-based
systems provide probabilities for group of classes (meta-
classes) such as “below table”, “on table”, “vertical mo-
tion”, etc. To make fusion possible, it is necessary to dis-
tribute (extend) the meta-class score to all the classes inside
the meta-class. We do it by means of assigning the same
score to all the classes inside the meta-class. In the case
when AE belongs to n different meta-classes, the final score

is computed as the product of the n individual scores corre-
sponding to each meta-class.

In order to make the outputs of information sources com-
mensurable, we have to normalize them to be in the range
[0, 1] and their sum equal to 1. The soft-max function is
then applied to the vector of scores of each detection sys-
tem. This function is defined as:

q̂i =
exp (k · qi)∑M

j=1 exp (k · qj)
, (4)

where the coefficient k controls the distance between the
components of the vector [q1, q2, . . . , qM ]. For instance, in
extreme case when k = 0, the elements of the vector after
soft-max normalization would have the same value M−1,
and when k →∞ the elements tend to become binary.

3.3. WAM and FI fusion schemes

We are searching for a suitable fusion operator to com-
bine a finite set of information sources Z = {1, . . . , z}.
Let D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dz} be a set of trained classifica-
tion systems and Ω = {c1, c2, . . . , cN} be a set of class
labels. Each classification system takes as input a data
point x ∈ Rn and assigns it to a class label from Ω. Al-
ternatively, each classifier output can be formed as an N -
dimensional vector that represents the degree of support of
a classification system to each of N classes. We suppose
these classifier outputs are commensurable, i.e. defined on
the same measurement scale (most often they are posterior
probability-like).

Let us denote hi, i = 1, . . . , z, as the output scores of
z classification systems for the class cn. The WAM fusion
operator is defined as:

MWAM =
∑
i∈Z

µ(i)hi, (5)

where
∑

i∈Z µ(i) = 1 and µ(i) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ Z. The WAM
operator combines the score of z competent information
sources through the importance weights µ(i). However, the
main disadvantage of the WAM operator is that it implies
preferential independence of the information sources.

Assuming the sequence hi is ordered in such a way that
h1 ≤ · · · ≤ hz , the Choquet fuzzy integral can be computed
as:

MFI =
z∑

i=1

[µ(i, . . . , z)− µ(i + 1, . . . , z)]hi, (6)

where µ(z + 1) = µ(∅) = 0. µ(S) can be viewed as a
weight related to a subset S of the set Z of information
sources. It is called fuzzy measure (FM) and for S, T ⊆ Z
has to meet the following conditions:

µ(∅) = 0, µ(Z) = 1, (Boundary) (7)
S ⊆ T ⇒ µ(S) ≤ µ(T ). (Monotonicity) (8)



The large flexibility of the FI aggregation operator is due
to the use of the FM that can model importance of criteria.
Although the FM µ(i) provides an initial view about the
importance of information source i, all possible subsets of
Z that include that information source should be analyzed
to give a final score. For instance, we may have µ(i) = 0,
suggesting that element i, i 6= T , is not important; but if,
at the same time, µ(T ∪ i) � µ(T ), this actually indicates
that i is an important element for the decision. To calculate
the importance of the information source i, the Shapley [20]
score is employed.

4. Dataset and Experiments
In order to assess the performance of the proposed mul-

timodal AED system, a dataset has been recorded with 5
calibrated cameras at a resolution of 768x576 at 25 fps. 6 T-
shaped 4-microphone clusters are also employed sampling
at 44kHz. Synchronization among all sensor is fulfilled. In
the recorded scenes, 4 subjects performed the 11 AEs em-
ployed in this work several times, adding up to 50 instances
for every AE. The recorded dataset has been divided into
two parts for training and testing adding up to 2 hours of
data of events. Manual annotation of the data has been done
towards a fair performance evaluation. In order to encour-
age other researchers into the multimodal AED field, this
dataset is made publicly available1.

The metric defined in [21] is employed to assess the ac-
curacy of the presented algorithms. This metric is defined
as the harmonic mean between precision and recall scores
computed for the classes of interest. These figures are de-
fined as follows: precision is the number of correct hypothe-
ses AEs divided by the total number of hypotheses AEs and
recall is the number of correctly detected reference AEs di-
vided by the total number of reference AEs.

For all the AEs presented in this paper, a series of ex-
periments have been conducted towards detecting them us-
ing the three presented information sources: audio, localiza-
tion and video. The obtained results are presented in Tab.2.
In the same table, importance of each information source,
computed through the Shapley measure, is also presented
for every AE. The detection of some low energy AEs has
improved with reference to the baseline when adding dif-
ferent modalities. In the case of footsteps, there is a relative
improvement of 244%, basically due to the video contribu-
tion (as pointed out by the importance of this source). Paper
wrapping has also benefited from multimodality with a 15%
relative detection performance increment. Other AEs have
slightly improved their detection rates thus finally achieving
an AEs average relative improvement of 7.5%. Confusion
matrices obtained for the acoustic baseline AED and for the
FI AED combining the three information sources is shown

1Please contact any of the authors for further information.
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Figure 7. Confusion matrices. Silence AE (si) is displayed al-
though not being explicitly addressed in this paper.

in Fig.7, where multimodality has contributed to reduce the
inter-class confusion.

When comparing the contribution of every information
source to the overall performance, it can be noticed that only
for certain AEs (keyboard typing, paper wrapping or foot-
steps), location and video sources contribute to improve the
detection rate. Results obtained with WAM or FI are differ-
ent in this case thus pointing out the adequateness of FI to
fuse multimodal data. In the rest, the detection rate does not
experience a significant change.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a novel multimodal approach to
acoustic event detection relying not only on audio infor-
mation but also on localization and video data. Acoustic
information is processed to obtain a set of spectro-temporal
features and a 3D localization of the sound source. From
the video side, a number of systems aim at detecting the
visual counterpart of AEs by means of object and face de-
tection, motion analysis, or multi-camera person tracking.
Two schemes are proposed to fuse these three information
inputs, namely the weighted mean average and the fuzzy
integral. Finally, experiments conducted over an annotated
database proved that for some low energy AEs (paper wrap-
ping, footsteps, and keyboard typing), multimodality yields
a noticeable increase of the detection rate.

Systems presented in this paper, especially the video
ones, do not output a feature at every time instant. This ef-
fect produces variable size feature vectors turning out mul-
timodal data fusion techniques at feature level difficult and
therefore becoming our inmediate future research direction.
Using asynchronous HMM based classfiers are also under
study. Other future work lines aim at analyzing the psycho-
logical aspects of AED/C and its implications in focus of
attention estimation.



WAM FI Source importance
Acoustic Event Audio Baseline A+V A+L A+L+V A+V A+L A+L+V A L V
Applause 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.46 0.31 0.22
Cup clink 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.91 0.56 0.24 0.19
Chair moving 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.48 0.20 0.30
Cough 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.46 0.31 0.21
Door slam 0.92 0.96 0.91 0.95 0.89 0.91 0.84 0.22 0.25 0.51
Key jingle 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.50 0.26 0.23
Door knock 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.50 0.25 0.23
Keyboard typing 0.84 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.85 0.86 0.91 0.48 0.21 0.29
Phone ringing 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.44 0.29 0.26
Paper wrapping 0.74 0.81 0.73 0.82 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.31 0.25 0.42
Footsteps 0.18 0.64 0.20 0.65 0.64 0.22 0.81 0.23 0.13 0.62
Average 0.80 0.85 0.80 0.85 0.85 0.81 0.86 0.42 0.24 0.34

Table 2. Multimodal AED results for the WAM and FI fusion methods using audio, localization and video. Importance of every information
source is also displayed.
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